ASYMPTOTIC FORMULAS FOR STACKS AND UNIMODAL
SEQUENCES
KATHRIN BRINGMANN AND KARL MAHLBURG
Abstract. We study enumeration functions for unimodal sequences of positive integers,
where the size of a sequence is the sum of its terms. We survey known results for a number
of natural variants of unimodal sequences, including Auluck’s generalized Ferrers diagrams,
Wright’s stacks, and Andrews’ convex compositions. These results describe combinatorial
properties, generating functions, and asymptotic formulas for the enumeration functions.
We also prove several new asymptotic results that fill in the notable missing cases from
the literature, including an open problem in statistical mechanics due to Temperley. Furthermore, we explain the combinatorial and asymptotic relationship between partitions,
Andrews’ Frobenius symbols, and stacks with summits.

1. Introduction and statement of results
One of the more ubiquitous concepts in enumerative combinatorics is unimodality, as a
large number of common combinatorial functions have this property (see Stanley’s survey
articles [19, 20] for many examples and applications). In particular, a unimodal sequence of
size n is a sequence of positive integers that sum to n such that the terms are monotonically
increasing until a peak is reached, after which the terms are monotonically decreasing. This
means that the sequence can be written in terms of parts
a1 , a2 , . . . , ar , c, bs , bs−1 , . . . , b1 ,
that satisfy the inequalities
1 ≤ a1 ≤ a2 ≤ · · · ≤ ar ≤ c,

and

c ≥ bs ≥ bs−1 ≥ · · · ≥ b1 ≥ 1.

(1.1)
(1.2)

When writing examples of unimodal sequences, we typically write the sequences without
commas in order to save space. For example, 1244322 is a unimodal sequence of size 18, and
all of the unimodal sequences of size 4 are concisely listed as follows:
4; 31; 13; 22; 211; 121; 112; 1111.
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This simple combinatorial deﬁnition and its variants have also appeared in the literature
under many other names and contexts, including “stacks” [8, 24–26], “convex compositions”
[3], integer partitions [2, 5], and in the study of “saw-toothed” crystal surfaces in statistical
mechanics [22]. Furthermore, it is also appropriate to mention the closely related concept
of “concave compositions”, which were studied in [1–3, 6, 17], although we will not further
discuss these sequences.
The purposes of this paper are twofold. First, we concisely review previous work on enumeration functions related to stacks, unimodal sequences, and compositions, including the
corresponding generating functions, and their asymptotic behavior when known. Second,
we provide new asymptotic formulas that successfully ﬁll in the notable missing cases from
the literature. Along the way we describe some of the analytic techniques that were used in
proving the previously known asymptotic formulas, including the theory of modular forms,
Euler-MacLaurin summation, and Tauberian theorems; broadly speaking, these methods
allow us to use the analytic properties of generating series in order to determine the asymptotic behavior of their coeﬃcients. In order to prove the new asymptotic formulas, we
also introduce additional techniques such as the Constant Term Method and Saddle Point
Method, which have been less widely used in this combinatorial setting.
Before presenting the deﬁnitions of the many variants of unimodal sequences, we ﬁrst highlight a potential ambiguity in the enumeration of sequences that satisfy (1.1) and (1.2). In
particular, if the largest part is not unique, then there are multiple choices for the “summit”
c. There are therefore two natural enumeration functions, as these choices may or may not
be counted distinctly, and the majority of the enumeration functions thus occur in closely
related pairs, corresponding to whether or not the summit is distinguished. For the ﬁrst
type of enumeration function, we canonically choose the summit c to be the last instance of
the largest part in the sequence.
We now describe the various enumeration functions for unimodal sequences, adopting
Wright’s terminology as much as possible – we refer to all examples as “stacks” of various
types, and we represent unimodal sequences visually by diagrams in which a sequence of
blocks are stacked in columns. The ﬁrst deﬁnition is that of a stack, which is simply a
unimodal sequence with c > bs ; this means that each distinct sequence is counted once,
without regard to the multiplicity of the largest part. Following Wright’s notation in [24],
we denote the number of stacks of size n by s(n) (this function has also been called Q(n) in
the enumeration of “Type B partitions” found in [8], and u(n) in Section 2.5 of [21]).
Following the alternative method of enumeration, a stack with summit is deﬁned to be
a stack in which one of the largest parts is marked (this represents the possible diﬀerent
choices of c in (1.1) and (1.2)). In other words, we distinguish between stacks in which a
diﬀerent instance of the largest part is marked as the summit. We write the enumeration
function for stacks with summits of size n as ss(n); this is also found as σσ(n) in Section 3
of [1], as v(n) in the study of “V-partitions” in Section 2.5 of [21], and as X(n − 1) in [3],
where Andrews’ deﬁnition of “convex compositions” (which implicitly have a unique largest
part) is equivalent to stacks with summits, up to a minor normalization.
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For example, the stacks of size 4 were listed previously, and if we represent the marked
parts as overlined, then the stacks with summits of size 4 are
4; 31; 13; 22; 22; 211; 121; 112; 1111; 1111; 1111; 1111,
so s(4) = 8 and ss(4) = 12. See Figures 1 and 2 for examples of the diagrams of stacks and
stacks with summits. The relevant generating functions, which ﬁrst appeared in [8] and [1],
respectively, are
∑
∑
qm
S (q) :=
s(n)q n = 1 +
,
(1.3)
(q)2m−1 (1 − q m )
m≥1
n≥0
∑
∑ qm
Ss (q) :=
ss(n)q n =
.
(1.4)
2
(q)
m
n≥0
m≥0
Here we have used the standard notation for q-factorials, namely
(a)n = (a; q)n :=

n−1
∏

(

1 − aq j

)

j=0

for n ≥ 0. In order to understand these generating functions, observe that the mth term
generates all stacks (respectively, stacks with summits) with largest part exactly m.

Figure 1. Diagram for the stack 1244322.

Figure 2. Diagrams for the stacks with summits 1244322 and 1244322,
respectively, where the summits are distinguished by a mark at the top of the
column.
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The next deﬁnition is that of a receding stack, which must satisfy (1.1) and (1.2) as well
as the additional conditions
aj ≥ aj+1 − 1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ r − 1,

(1.5)

bj ≤ bj+1 + 1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ s − 1.

(1.6)

In other words, the collections of aj s and bj s must both contain each part size from 1 to c − 1
at least once. Also, as in the case of stacks above, we further require c > bs for this ﬁrst type
of enumeration function. Again following Wright [25], we denote the number of receding
stacks of size n by g(n) (also written as P (n) in the enumeration of “Type A partitions”
in [8]). Similarly, a receding stack with summit distinguishes one of the largest parts with a
mark, and we denote the corresponding enumeration function by gs(n).
For example, the receding stacks of size 4 are
121; 1111;
and the receding stacks with summits of size 4 are
121; 1111; 1111; 1111; 1111;
so g(4) = 2 and gs(4) = 5. The generating functions for receding stacks (resp. with summits)
are
2
∑
∑
qm
n
G (q) :=
g(n)q = 1 +
,
(1.7)
2
m)
(q)
(1
−
q
m−1
n≥0
m≥1
Gs (q) :=

∑
n≥0

gs(n)q n =

∑ q m2
.
2
(q)
m
m≥0

(1.8)

The generating function for g(n) was ﬁrst given in [8], but to our knowledge, receding stacks
with summits have not previously been described. This is likely due to the fact that (1.8) is
better known as the generating function for p(n), Euler’s integer partition function, which
has been widely studied in its own right [5]. We will describe the combinatorial relationship
between partitions and receding stacks with summits in greater detail later in this paper.
Continuing with the deﬁnitions, a shifted stack is a sequence that satisﬁes (1.1), (1.2), and
(1.5), with the additional condition c > bs . Although this deﬁnition might also naturally be
called “left-receding stacks”, the terminology is inspired by Auluck’s [8] and Wright’s [25]
observations that if each row is shifted left by half of a cell, then this is combinatorially
equivalent to counting stacks of coins, or circular logs, with a single “peak”. See Figure 3
for an example of a shifted stack represented by both types of diagrams (cf. Figure 2 in
Auluck’s original work [8]). The number of shifted stacks of size n is denoted by h(n) as
in [25] (this function is also found as R(n) in the enumeration of “Type C partitions” in [8]).
Similarly, a shifted stack with summit is a shifted stack with a distinguished occurrence of the
largest part, and the enumeration function is now denoted by hs(n); these stacks previously
appeared in Section 3 of [1], where they were referred to as “gradual stacks with summits”,
with enumeration function gσ(n).
For example, the shifted stacks of size 4 are
121; 112; 1111;
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Figure 3. Two equivalent diagrams for the shifted stack 12231. The stack
of coins diagram is obtained from the block diagram by successively shifting
each row a half space to the left, and then replacing each block with a coin.
and the shifted stacks with summits of size 4 are
121; 112; 1111; 1111; 1111; 1111;
so h(4) = 3 and hs(4) = 6. The generating functions for the two types of shifted stacks are
ﬁrst found in [8] and [1], respectively, and are given by
H (q) :=

∑

n

h(n)q = 1 +

n≥0

∑

∑

q

m(m+1)
2

(q)2m−1 (1 − q m )
m≥1

∑ q m(m+1)
2
Hs (q) :=
hs(n)q =
.
(q)2m
n≥0
m≥0
n

,

(1.9)

(1.10)

The ﬁnal variants that we discuss in this paper were introduced by Andrews in [3], where
he studied “strict convex compositions”. We therefore deﬁne a strict stack to be a stack
in which all of the inequalities in (1.1) and (1.2) are strict, and write the enumeration
function as d(n) (this appeared as xd (n) in [3], and as the enumeration function u∗ (n)
for “strict unimodal sequences” in [17]). Furthermore, a semi-strict stack (or “left-strict”)
requires strict inequalities only in (1.1), with the additional condition that the largest value
is unique, so c > bs . We denote the enumeration function for semi-strict stacks by dm(n)
(this was denoted by xm (n) in [3]). Note that the summits are already unique for strict and
semi-strict stacks, so there are not enumeration functions of the second type.
For example, the strict stacks of size 4 are
4; 31; 13; 121;
and the semi-strict stacks of size 4 are
4; 31; 13; 211; 121;
so d(4) = 4 and dm(4) = 5. The generating function for strict and semi-strict stacks are also
found in [3], and are given by
∑
∑
D(q) :=
d(n)q n =
q m+1 (−q)2m ,
(1.11)
n≥0

Dm (q) :=

∑
n≥0

dm(n)q n =

m≥0

∑ (−q)m q m+1
.
(q)
m
m≥0

(1.12)
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All of the previously known asymptotic results for stacks are listed in Table 1. It is
important to point out that in many cases the enumeration function is known to much greater
precision than its main asymptotic term; this includes the full asymptotic expansion for g(n)
and h(n) [25], an exact formula for gs(n) [16], and an asymptotic series with polynomial
error for d(n) [17].
The asterisks in the second row indicate that in the case of ss(n) the asymptotic formula
is not explicitly stated in either of the references, but can be obtained by combining Stanley
and Wright’s results. For completeness, the details and further context are discussed later
in Section 5 of this paper.
Objects
Stacks

Functions
s(n)

C

α

2−3 3− 4
3

−3 ∗

β

References

5
4
5∗
4

4
3
4∗
3

Stanley∗ [21], Wright∗ [25]

Auluck [8]

. . . w/ summits

ss(n)

2−3 3

Receding stacks

g(n)

2−3 3− 2

1

2
3

Auluck [8]

− 12

. . . w/ summits
Shifted stacks
. . . w/ summits
Strict stacks
Semi-strict stacks

4

1

gs(n)

2−2 3

1

2
3

Hardy-Ramanujan [12]

h(n)

?

?

4
5

Wright [26]

?

?

—

3
4

2
3

Rhoades [17]

?

?

—

hs(n)
d(n)
dm(n)

?
2

− 13
4

− 14

3

?

Table 1. Previous asymptotic formulas for stack enumeration
functions,
√
−α π βn
where the main asymptotic term is written in the form Cn e
as n → ∞.
See Section 5 for more details on how the formula for ss(n) follows from [21]
and [25].

Our new results ﬁll in the missing values and incomplete rows of Table 1. These missing
cases are of longstanding interest, as they represent some of the earliest examples of unimodal
enumeration problems, and have inspired much of the subsequent work in the area. Indeed,
shifted stacks were ﬁrst introduced in Temperley’s original study of boundary cases for
rectangular arrays in thermal equilibrium [22]. Auluck then investigated h(n) at Temperley’s
request [8], and proved that the exponential order lay in the bounded range 32 ≤ β ≤ 56 . The
study was subsequently taken up by Wright [26], who improved the asymptotic analysis by
ﬁnding the exact exponent, showing that
√
4
n
as n → ∞.
(1.13)
log (h(n)) ∼ π
5
Our ﬁrst result gives precise asymptotic formula for shifted stacks and shifted stacks with
summits,
which is a signiﬁcant improvement over (1.13). We use the standard notation
√
1+ 5
ϕ := 2 for the Golden Ratio.
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Theorem 1.1. As n → ∞, we have the asymptotic formulae
√n
ϕ−1
h(n) ∼ √ 3 e2π 5 ,
2 25 4 n
hs(n) ∼ ϕ · h(n).
Remark. As pointed out to us by R. Rhoades, Ramanujan’s last letter to Hardy amazingly
includes the generating function for shifted stacks with summits. Although he did not discuss
the coeﬃcients, nor their combinatorial signiﬁcance, Ramanujan did provide the asymptotic
expansion for the generating function (as was often the case in Ramanujan’s work, he did
not write his results in a strictly rigorous manner). See [23] and the further discussion in
Section 4.2 of this paper for additional details. Combined with the techniques discussed in
Section 3, Ramanujan’s result could also be used to prove the asymptotic formula for hs(n).
However, we provide an additional proof of this case in Section 4, as our present techniques
apply equally well to both formulas in Theorem 1.1.
Our next result does not directly appear in Table 1, but is inspired by a closer investigation
of the combinatorial relationship between receding stacks with summits and integer partitions. We will review Andrews’ deﬁnition of “Frobenius symbols” in Section 2.1 (see [4]),
but for the purposes of stating our result we simply denote the number of Frobenius symbols
of size n with no zeros in the top row by Fϕ (n). We also deﬁne the notation F0 (n) for the
number of Frobenius symbols of size n that do contain a zero in the top row. Since there
are exactly p(n) Frobenius symbols of size n (again, see Section 2.1 for deﬁnitions), we have
Fϕ (n) + F0 (n) = p(n).

(1.14)

The following result provides a reﬁned relationship between Frobenius symbols and receding stacks with summits, as well as its restriction to Frobenius symbols with a zero in the
top row and receding stacks.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that n, k ∈ N0 .
(i) The number of Frobenius symbols of size n and length k is equal to the number of
receding stacks with summit of size n and summit k.
(ii) The number of Frobenius symbols of size n and length k with a zero in the top row
is equal to the number of receding stacks of size n and largest part k.
Remark. These results are a combinatorial reﬁnement of known identities in the sense that
if we ignore the parameter k, then Theorem 1.2 (i) implies that gs(n) = p(n), while part
(ii) implies that g(n) = F0 (n). Both of these identities arose previously through the study
of the relevant generating functions (the second identity is implicit in Andrews’ work [2]; see
Section 2.3 of the present paper for further details). Combined with the formulas for g(n)
and gs(n) from Table 1, as well as (1.14), one can also conclude that
√2
1
(1.15)
Fϕ (n) ∼ F0 (n) ∼ √ eπ 3 n .
8 3n
This formula equivalently states that roughly half of all partitions (according to the uniform
measure on partitions up to a given size) correspond to a Frobenius symbol that does not
contain a zero in the top row, just as the “average” receding stack has two copies of its
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largest part (since gs(n) ∼ 2g(n)). We also note that the asymptotic result (1.15) was
recently generalized in [14].
Our ﬁnal result ﬁlls in the last row of Table 1 by giving a formula for semi-strict stacks.
Among the known results in Table 1, the case of strict stacks was perhaps the most difﬁcult. The analysis for most of the other rows relied on some combination of combinatorial arguments, the transformation theory of (modular) theta functions, and/or the use of
Euler-MacLaurin summation for asymptotic expansions. However, Andrews [3] showed that
D(q) can be expressed in terms of modular forms and Ramanujan’s famous “mock theta
functions”, which were only recently placed into the modern framework of real-analytic automorphic forms thanks to Zwegers’ seminal Ph.D. thesis [29] (see also [27]). Rhoades [17]
then proved the asymptotic series expansion for d(n) by using an extended version of the
Hardy-Ramanujan Circle Method that the present authors originally developed for the asymptotic analysis of such non-modular functions in [11].
Indeed, it is a very challenging problem to determine the automorphic properties of a
generic hypergeometric q-series. Zagier’s work on Nahm’s conjecture in [28] provides a complete classiﬁcation of the one-dimensional “Eulerian” q-series that are (weakly holomorphic)
modular forms. S. Zwegers pointed out to us that since the shifted stack generating functions, H (q) and Hs (q), are not on Zagier’s ﬁnite list, this criterion implies that they are
not modular forms. See the end of Section 4.1 for additional details.
In contrast, the case of semi-strict stacks is more similar to some of the earlier rows, as
Dm (q) can be expressed in terms of modular forms. We prove the ﬁnal missing asymptotic
formula using modular transformations and Ingham’s Tauberian Theorem.
Theorem 1.3. As n → ∞, we have the asymptotic formula
1 π√n
e .
dm(n) ∼
16n
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we deﬁne the Frobenius
symbol of a partition, give a combinatorial bijection between partitions and receding stacks
with summits, and ﬁnally prove Theorem 1.2 by relating Frobenius symbols with no zeros
to receding stacks. In Section 3 we recall Ingham’s Tauberian Theorem and then use it to
prove Theorem 1.3. We next address the case of shifted stacks, using the Constant Term
Method and Saddle Point Method to prove Theorem 1.1 in Section 4. Finally, we conclude
in Section 5 by outlining the asymptotic analysis of stacks with summits and provide further
discussion of Stanley’s and Wright’s works.
Acknowledgments
The authors thank Rob Rhoades and Sander Zwegers for helpful comments regarding
historical works relevant to shifted stacks. The authors also thank the two anonymous
referees for their suggestions.
2. Receding stacks, partitions, and Frobenius symbols
This section describes the combinatorial properties and asymptotic behavior of receding
stacks, partitions, and Frobenius symbols. We prove Theorem 1.2 by presenting a simple
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bijection between partitions and receding stacks with summits, and then describe the relationship between these stacks and Frobenius symbols. Indeed, our map essentially gives a
“conjugated” version of the Frobenius symbol (in the sense that certain rows and diagonal
columns are interchanged), and it therefore comes as no surprise that our study also includes
asymptotic results relevant to Andrews’ study of Frobenius symbols with no zeros in the top
row from [2].
2.1. Frobenius symbols. In [4], Andrews deﬁned a Frobenius symbol as two equal-length
sequences of strictly decreasing nonnegative integers, usually written in two rows as


α α . . . αk
 1 2
.
β1 β2 . . . βk
The size of such a symbol is deﬁned to be the sum k + α1 + · · · + αk + β1 + · · · + βk , and the
length is k.
The Frobenius symbols of size n are in bijective correspondence with the partitions of size
n. The Ferrers diagram of a partition λ1 + · · · + λm begins with a row of λ1 blocks, which
is then followed below by (left-justiﬁed) rows of λ2 , . . . , λm blocks. Given such a diagram,
the corresponding Frobenius symbol is constructed by ﬁrst setting k to be the length of the
main (southeast) diagnoal. The entry αj is then the length of the jth row that lies to the
right of the diagonal, while βj is the length of the jth column that is below the diagonal.
For example, the partition 4 + 4 + 3 + 3 + 1 corresponds to the Frobenius symbol


3 2 0

.
4 2 1
Remark. It is straightforward to see that a Frobenius symbol with a zero in the top row
corresponds to a partition in which the k-th largest part is exactly k for some k ≥ 1.
2.2. A bijection between partitions and receding stacks with summits. We now describe a bijection between partitions and receding stacks with summits that proves Theorem
1.2. See Figure 4 for an example of the bijection.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. As in the construction of the Frobenius symbol corresponding to a
partition, we begin by considering separately the portion of the Ferrers diagram to the right
and below the main diagonal. The summit c of the receding stack is set to be the length of
the main diagonal. The aj s are determined by reading the portion of the diagram below the
main diagonal as diagonal “rows”, beginning with the lower-left cell, which automatically
gives a1 = 1. After reaching the summit c along the main diagonal, the bj s are then found
by reading diagonal “columns” to the right of the main diagonal. Proceeding along these
columns, the lengths give the successive values of bs , bs−1 , . . . , ending with the upper-right
cell, which gives b1 = 1.
It is routine to verify that the receding stack conditions (1.1), (1.2), (1.5), and (1.6) are
always satisﬁed. One needs only keep in mind that the cells in the Ferrers diagram of a
partition are fully left- and top-justiﬁed. It is also clear that this map is a bijection, as the
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Figure 4. An illustration of the bijection that maps the partition 4 + 4 +
3 + 3 + 1 to the receding stack with summit 11233221. Starting from the lowerleft corner in the partition and proceeding clockwise along its boundary, the
unimodal sequence is constructed by reading the blocks of the partition along
diagonals. The summit is marked on the main diagonal of the partition, which
is also distinguished by the thickest dashed line in the ﬁgure.
procedure is easily reversible, giving a well-deﬁned inverse map from receding stacks with
summits to partitions, which completes the proof of part (i).
For part (ii), suppose that the Frobenius symbol of a partition has a zero in its top row.
This implies that the main diagonal of its Ferrers diagram is longer than any diagonal to
the right. Under the bijection described above, the summit c in the corresponding receding
stack with summit is therefore canonically larger than all of the bj s, and thus satisﬁes the
deﬁnition of a receding stack.

Remark. The partition in Figure 4 is a relevant example for Theorem 1.2 (ii), as the corresponding Frobenius symbol in this case is ( 34 22 01 ) .
2.3. Asymptotic enumeration of Frobenius symbols with no zeros. In this section
we brieﬂy describe how to conclude (1.15) from the work of Andrews, Auluck, and Hardy
and Ramanujan. As deﬁned in the introductory section, we recall that Fϕ (n) denotes the
number of Frobenius symbols of size n with no zeros in the top row, and F0 (n) enumerates
the number of Frobenius symbols of size n that do contain a zero in the top row (in particular,
the ﬁnal entry in the top row is the only one that can be zero).
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Andrews showed in Lemma 12 (and the proof of Theorem 4) of [2] that the generating
function for Frobenius symbols without zeros in the top row is
∑

∑ q m2 +m
Fϕ (n)q =
Fϕ (q) :=
.
2
(q)
m
n≥0
m≥0
The simple identity
∑ q m2 +m
∑ q m2
=
+
2
2
(q)
(q)
m
m
m≥0
m≥0

n

(
1+

∑

qm

m≥1

(q)m−1 (q)m

2

)

can be rewritten as
Gs (q) = Fϕ (q) + G (q).

(2.1)

Along with (1.8) and (1.14), this implies that
∑
F0 (n)q n = G (q).
n≥0

We therefore have F0 (n) = g(n) for all n ≥ 0. Furthermore, comparing coeﬃcients in (2.1),
we also have
gs(n) = Fϕ (n) + g(n).
(2.2)
As alluded to in Table 1, Auluck proved an asymptotic formula for g(n); in particular,
equation (15) of [8] states that
√2
1
g(n) ∼ √ eπ 3 n .
8 3n
Table 1 also contains Hardy and Ramanujan’s famous asymptotic formula for the partition
function ((1.41) in [12]), namely
√2
1
p(n) = gs(n) ∼ √ eπ 3 n .
4 3n
Combined with (2.2), this implies (1.15).
3. Ingham’s Tauberian Theorem and semi-strict stacks
We begin this section by recalling a fundamental tool for analyzing the coeﬃcients of
combinatorial generating functions. Although Hardy and Ramanujan [12] were the ﬁrst to
use the analytic behavior of partition generating functions in order to study their coeﬃcients,
we also use a more reﬁned result due to Ingham. We then apply these techniques to the case
of semi-strict stacks, proving Theorem 1.3.
3.1. Ingham’s Tauberian Theorem. We require the following Tauberian Theorem from
[13], which allows us to describe the asymptotic behavior of the coeﬃcients of a power series
using the analytic nature of the series itself.
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∑
Theorem 3.1 (Ingham). Let f (q) = n≥0 a(n)q n be a power series with weakly increasing
nonnegative coeﬃcients and radius of convergence equal to 1. If there are constants A > 0,
λ, α ∈ R such that
( )
( −ε )
A
α
f e
∼ λε exp
ε
as ε → 0+ , then

( √ )
λ A 2 +4
a(n) ∼ √
exp
2 An
2 π n α2 + 34
α

as n → ∞.

1

In order to apply this theorem throughout the paper, we repeatedly use the following
simple observation that guarantees increasing coeﬃcients.
∑
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that A(q) = n≥0 a(n)q n has non-negative coeﬃcients a(n). Then the
series
∑
1
a′ (n)q n :=
A(q)
1
−
q
n≥0
has monotonically increasing non-negative coeﬃcients.
Remark. Lemma 3.2 (and therefore Theorem 3.1) are easily adapted to any series A(q) whose
coeﬃcients are strictly positive after some ﬁxed index n′ .
3.2. Asymptotic behavior of semi-strict stacks. In order to apply Ingham’s Tauberian
Theorem to the case of semi-strict stacks, we must ﬁrst understand the asymptotic behavior
of the generating function Dm (q) (cf. (1.12)). This is best accomplished not with the
expression in (1.12), but rather by using an alternative expression given by Andrews in
Theorem 1, equation (1.7) of [3] (see also (1.13)). He proved that
Dm (q) =

q (q 2 ; q 2 )∞
,
(1 + q)(q)2∞

(3.1)

which is a modular form, up to a rational expression in q. If we let q = e−ε as in Theorem
3.1, then the modular inversion formula for Dedekind’s eta-function (page 121, Proposition
14 of [15]) implies that as ε → 0+
√
( −ε −ε )
2π − π2
e ;e ∞ ∼
e 6ε .
(3.2)
ε
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Applying (3.2) to (3.1), we ﬁnd that
1 1 π2
Dm (q) ∼ √ ε 2 e 4ε
4 π

(3.3)

as ε → 0+ . Furthermore, Lemma 3.2 applied to (3.1) (or to the original generating function
(1.12)) shows that the coeﬃcients are monotonically increasing. Theorem 3.1 now directly
gives the theorem statement.
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4. Asymptotic behavior of shifted stacks
In this section we use a variety of tools from complex analysis and number theory to
prove Theorem 1.1. In particular, we begin with the Constant Term Method, inserting an
additional variable x in order to identify (1.9) as the constant term of the product of more
recognizable number-theoretic functions. We then use Cauchy’s Theorem to recover this
coeﬃcient as a contour integral. The asymptotic behavior of the integral is then obtained
through the Saddle Point Method (which is described in general in Chapter 6 of [9]). Finally,
the asymptotic behavior of h(n) is recovered from an application of Ingham’s Tauberian
Theorem. The asymptotic analysis of shifted stacks with summits proceeds very similarly.
It should be noted that this approach is a standard (if not widely known) technique for
determining the asymptotic behavior of hypergeometric q-series written in Eulerian form
(cf. Proposition 5 in [28]). This technique can also be applied in settings where there is not
an Eulerian q-series, such as the double summation studied in [10].
It is interesting to note that the Constant Term Method already appears in Auluck’s paper
[8], where he used this approach to derive alternative expressions for each of the generating
functions (1.3), (1.7), and (1.9). However, in his asymptotic analysis of shifted stacks, he
then relied on somewhat oblique comparisons to the (known) asymptotic behavior of integer
partitions; the same is also true of Wright’s work in [26]. Our main contribution is that we
immediately apply analytic approximation techniques (such as modular transformations and
the Saddle Point Method) after using the Constant Term Method, rather than seeking to
ﬁnd exact expressions for generating functions.
4.1. Asymptotic analysis of shifted stacks and the proof of Theorem 1.1. In order
to study shifted stacks and prove the ﬁrst asymptotic formula in Theorem 1.1, we begin by
writing
(
)
r 2 −r
[ 0 ] ∑ x−r q 2 ∑ xm q m
H (q) = 1 + coeﬀ x
(4.1)
(q)r m≥1 (q)m−1
r≥0
[ ]( (
)
)
= 1 + coeﬀ x0 qx −x−1 ∞ (xq)−1
∞ ,
where we have used the following two instances of the q-binomial theorem (cf. Theorem 2.1
in [5]):
(x)∞
1
(x)∞

∑ (−1)m q m(m−1)
2
xm
=
,
(q)
m
m≥0
∑ xm
=
.
(q)
m
m≥0

In order to further rewrite (4.1), we recall Jacobi’s Triple Product formula, which is found
in an elementary form as Theorem 14.6 in [7]. In order to work cleanly with modular
transformations, it is convenient to make a linear change of variables and write the identity
as
(
)
1 iε
−1
− 81 − 12
.
(−x )∞ (−xq)∞ (q)∞ = −q x ϑ u + ;
2 2π
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Here we have set x = e2πiu , q = e−ε with ε > 0, and the Jacobi theta function is given by
∑
1
2
ϑ(u; τ ) :=
eπin τ +2πin(u+ 2 ) .
(4.2)
n∈ 12 +Z

We also use the quantum dilogarithm [28], which is given by
∑
xm
Li2 (x; q) := − log(x)∞ =
.
m(1 − q m )
m≥1
We note that the quantum dilogarithm is a q-deformation of the ordinary dilogarithm, deﬁned
for |x| < 1 by
∑ xm
Li2 (x) :=
.
2
m
m≥1
To be more precise, for |x| < 1 we have

(
)
lim+ ε Li2 x; e−ε = Li2 (x).

ε→0

Furthermore, if |x| < 1 and B ≥ 0, then the Laurent expansion of the quantum dilogarithm
begins with the terms
(
) ∑ xm e−Bmε
)
( ))
(
1 ∑ xm (
Li2 e−Bε x; e−ε =
(4.3)
=
1 − mε B − 12 + O ε2
−εm
2
m
(1
−
e
)
ε
m
m≥1
m≥1
(
)
1
Li2 (x) + B − 12 log(1 − x) + O(ε),
ε
where the series converges uniformly in x as ε → 0+ .
Using the above deﬁnitions, we can therefore rewrite (4.1) as
=

7

q8
H (q) = 1 −
A (q),
(q)∞
( (
)
)
[ 0]
(
( 2 2 2 ))
1 iε
A (q) := coeﬀ x
ϑ u+ ;
exp πiu + Li2 x q ; q
.
(4.4)
2 2π
The modular inversion formula for the Jacobi theta function (cf. Proposition 1.3 (8) in [29])
implies that
( (
)
√
)
(
)
2π u + 21 2πi
1 iε
2π − 2πε2 (u+ 12 )2
ϑ u+ ;
e
;
=i
ϑ
.
(4.5)
2 2π
ε
iε
ε
with

We use Cauchy’s Theorem to recover the constant coeﬃcient from (4.4) as a contour integral,
and further simplify by plugging in (4.2) and (4.5), obtaining
√ ∫
)
(
∑
( 2 2 2)
2π
2π 2
2
(u + m) + πi(u + m) + Li2 x q ; q
du (4.6)
A (q) = −
exp −
ε [0,1]+iC m∈Z
ε
√ ∫
)
(
( 2 2 2)
2π
2π 2 2
=−
u + πiu + Li2 x q ; q
du.
exp −
ε R+iC
ε
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Here the contour is deﬁned by a positive constant C that will be speciﬁed later. Note that
Li2 (x2 q 2 ; q 2 ) is (absolutely) convergent for all u in the upper-half plane.
In order to continue the analysis of the asymptotic behavior, we require the Laurent
expansion of the quantum dilogarithm. By (4.3), we have uniformly in x
(
)
( ) 1
(
)
1
Li2 x2 q 2 ; q 2 = Li2 x2 + log 1 − x2 + O(ε).
(4.7)
2ε
2
We are now prepared to apply the Saddle Point Method to (4.6), and begin by deﬁning
the function
(
)
1
f (u) := −2π 2 u2 + Li2 e4πiu ,
2
−1
which is the leading Laurent coeﬃcient (ε -term) of the exponential argument in (4.6).
Noting that
Li′2 (x) = −x−1 log(1 − x),
we see that a critical point occurs when
(
(
))
f ′ (u) = 2πi 2πiu − log 1 − e4πiu = 0,
which has
a unique solution in the upper half-plane given by u = v := 2πi log (ϕ), where
√
ϕ := 1+2 5 is the golden ratio. Equivalently, this point is also given by e2πiv = ϕ−1 . This also
, so that the contour
determines the most natural value for C in (4.6), namely C = log(ϕ)
2π
passes through the critical point.
At the critical point, we evaluate
(
) π2
1
1
log2 (ϕ) + Li2 ϕ−2 = ,
2
2
30
using the special value (found in Section I.1 of [28])
f (v) =

(4.8)

(
) π2
Li2 ϕ−2 =
− log2 (ϕ).
15
We also need the value of the second derivative, so we calculate
(
)
2e4πiu
′′
2
f (u) = −4π 1 +
.
1 − e4πiu
Inserting the special value v, we then ﬁnd
(
)
√
1 + ϕ−2
′′
2
2
f (v) = −4π
=
−4π
5.
1 − ϕ−2
√
Writing u = v + εz, then yields that the integrand in (4.6) has the overall expansion
)
(
)
(
f (u)
1
4πiu
+ O(ε)
exp
+ πiu + log 1 − e
ε
2
(
( 2
)
( 1 ))
( 1 ))
f (v) f ′′ (v) 2
π
f ′′ (v)z 2 (
−1
−1
2
= ϕ exp
+
z +O ε
= ϕ exp
+
.
1 + O ε2
ε
2
30ε
2
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Inserting this into (4.6) and changing variables gives that
(
( 1 )) ∫ f ′′ (v)z2
√
( −ε )
π2
−1 30ε
A e
= − 2πϕ e
1 + O ε2
e 2 dz.

(4.9)

R

The (Gaussian) integral evaluates to
√

√
2π
=
−f ′′ (v)

1
√ ,
2π 5

which implies that

( 1 ))
( )
ϕ−1 π2 (
A e−ε = − 1 e 30ε 1 + O ε 2
.
(4.10)
54
Recalling the asymptotic formula (3.2) and combining with (4.10), we ﬁnally have
(

)

ϕ−1 1 π2
2
5ε .
H e
∼√
(4.11)
1 ε e
2π 5 4
In order to ﬁnish the proof of the ﬁrst asymptotic formula in Theorem 1.1, we ﬁrst apply
Lemma 3.2 to (1.9) in order to conclude that H (q) has monotonically increasing coeﬃcients
(this can also be shown directly from the deﬁnition of shifted stacks). We can then apply
−1
2
Theorem 3.1 to (4.11), with the constants λ = √ϕ 1 , α = 12 , and A = π5 . This ﬁnally gives
2π5 4
the desired formula
√n
ϕ−1
h(n) ∼ √ 3 e2π 5 .
2 2 54 n
We conclude this section by discussing Zagier’s classiﬁcation of modular q-series. If the
series in (4.4) is re-expanded using the q-binomial theorem and (4.2), we obtain the formula
−ε

H (q) = 1 +

1 ∑ q (2m+1)(m+1)
.
(q)∞ m≥0 (q 2 ; q 2 )m

This is not one of the seven examples given in Table 1 of [28], and is therefore not modular.
4.2. Shifted stacks with summits. We proceed as in (4.1), with the only diﬀerence being
some small shifts in the second sum. In particular, we express the generating function as
(
)
r(r−1)
)
[ 0 ] ∑ x−r q 2 ∑ xm q m
[ ] (( −1 )
−x ∞ (xq)−1
Hs (q) = coeﬀ x
= 1 + coeﬀ x0
∞ ,
(q)r
(q)m
r≥0
m≥0
and thereby conclude the asymptotic formula
√ ∫
)
(
1
( 2 2 2)
( −ε )
q− 8
2π 2 u2
2π
=1+
du
exp −
− πiu + Li2 x q ; q
Hs e
(q)∞
ε R+iC
ε
( )
∼ ϕ H e−ε .

(4.12)

The extra factor of ϕ arises from the fact that eπiu in the integrand of (4.6) has been
replaced by e−πiu , recalling further that the critical point is given by e−2πiv = ϕ. Arguing as
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before (using Lemma 3.2 on (1.10) and applying Theorem 3.1), we ﬁnd a similar asymptotic
relationship between the coeﬃcients, concluding that
hs (n) ∼ ϕ · h(n).
Remark. As described by Watson in [23] (see equation (C)), Ramanujan showed that
( )
Hs (q) = (q)−1 G 1 q 2 ,
2

where
Gu (q) :=

∑ q n(n+u)
n≥0

(q)n

.

The famous Rogers-Ramanujan identities [18] state that if u = 0 or 1, then
Gu (q) =

(q 1+r ; q 5 )

1
.
4−r ; q 5 )
∞ (q
∞

(4.13)

The right-side of (4.13) is a modular function (up to a rational power of q) , and as such its
asymptotic expansion near q = 1 is well-understood. Under the assumption that Gu (q) has
an asymptotic expansion of the same shape for both integral and non-integral u, Ramanujan
then recovered an expression equivalent to (4.12), although he did not oﬀer any justiﬁcation
for this assumption.
5. Stacks with summits
In this ﬁnal section we brieﬂy outline how Stanley’s and Wright’s work in [21] and [25],
respectively, together imply the asymptotic formula for stacks with summits from Table 1,
namely that as n → ∞,
√
1
2π n
3.
ss(n) ∼
(5.1)
3
5 e
23 3 4 n 4
Speciﬁcally, Stanley provided a formula for the generating function of stacks with summits,
using an inclusion-exclusion argument to prove Proposition 2.5.1 in [21], which gives that
)
1 (
Ss (q) =
1
−
L(q)
.
(5.2)
(q)2∞
Here we have adopted Wright’s notation for the “false theta function” (see equation (1.4)
in [25])
∑
n(n+1)
L(q) :=
(−1)n−1 q 2 .
n≥1

Wright’s own analysis of stacks in [25] began with the closely related expression
S (q) = 1 +

1
L(q);
(q)2∞

(5.3)

this had previously appeared as equation (20) of [8]. Wright’s proof can then essentially be
followed verbatim with L(q) replaced by 1 − L(q), which leads to the asymptotic formula for
stacks with summits.
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Remark. The generating function for stacks has often been deﬁned with s(0) = 0, so that
the constant term 1 is deleted from (1.3) and (5.3); this was the case in [8, 21, 25]. The
main advantage of this convention is that the two stack variants are then related through
the identity
1
S (q) + Ss (q) =
.
(q; q)2∞
Remark. Although Stanley and Wright’s arguments provide additional combinatorial and
analytic information, we point out that (5.2) also follows immediately from a specialization
of Heine’s 2 ϕ1 transformation; in particular, set a = b = 0 and c = t = q in Corollary 2.3
of [5].
It is perhaps worthwhile (particularly for non-expert readers) to further discuss why
Wright’s proof can be modiﬁed in this manner. Wright’s general argument follows the philosophy of the Circle Method, where the coeﬃcients of a generating series are recovered by
applying Cauchy’s theorem, with the analysis further ampliﬁed by using asymptotic properties of the series near roots of unity. In the case of modular forms (such as the partition
function, up to a power of q), Hardy and Ramanujan [12] (and later Rademacher [16]) used
cuspidal expansions in order to derive exact formulas for the coeﬃcients. However, the
presence of the non-modular L(q) in (5.3) prevents a similarly powerful analysis for stacks.
Wright’s modiﬁed approach instead has just one “Major Arc”, around the exponential
singularity at the cusp q = 1, and is useful as it can be applied to any series that can be
expressed as the product of a weakly holomorphic modular form with poles at the cusps and
a series with a convergent asymptotic expansion (e.g., a meromorphic Laurent series such
as L(q)). In particular, the terms in the asymptotic expansion of s(n) can then be found
from the asymptotic expansion of L(q) near q = 1, which is proven by Euler-MacLaurin
summation in Lemma 1 of [25]. If q = e−ε and ε → 0+ , then the ﬁrst term of Wright’s
expansion is stated as
1
L(q) = + O(ε);
(5.4)
2
in other words, L(q) ∼ 1 − L(q), so the asymptotic main terms for s(n) and ss(n) are
identical.
Remark. Alternatively, (5.1) may also be proven by applying Ingham’s Tauberian Theorem,
which may be viewed as an even more broadly applicable version of the Circle Method, with
a correspondingly weaker conclusion that only provides the main asymptotic term. Starting
with (5.2) and (5.4), one can use (3.2), Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 from the present paper
in order to conclude the claimed asymptotic formula for ss(n).
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